
Please share a summary highlighting your biggest, most memorable 
deals that you were involved in/completed in 2020 and how those 
deals came to fruition in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic.

This is my favorite question! I often tell people I am the most 
spoiled person in our industry. I don’t have clients, I have a 
bunch of friends and mentors I get to do deals with. Instead 
of trading commodities like some of the big-house brokers 
who sell dirt to a developer, bring in a tenant, and then sell the 
package as an investment; I get the chance to help someone I 
really care about impact the direction of their company or grow 
their personal portfolio.

The biggest adversity I faced during 2020 was not a change in 
the volume or the value of transactions I got to work on, but 
rather doing business on a personal level, which I love, while 
attempting to social distance and keep each individual safe.  
Paying attention to preserve an atmosphere of fun and security 
added another layer of complexity to the trades where I was able 
to assist.

The most memorable transaction of the year was the first 
deal that closed when Denver went into lockdown. This was a 
value-add industrial investment deal for a building located at 
5380 Downing Street. Uncertainty was high, the sellers were 
advanced in years, and lenders were getting crushed with PPP 
loans. It was powerful to witness how everyone came together, 
got creative and held the closing in a Cherry Creek parking lot.

This transaction truly represents the amazing people I’m 
privileged to spend time with both in the business and outside 
of it. The buyer in this deal, Sidford Capital LLC, did a great 
job of keeping all the parties up to speed with their progress, 
while stepping out on a limb to purchase a nearly vacant 
32,000-square-foot, multi-tenant industrial building. I am so 
grateful and pleased to have had the opportunity to participate 
in each and every deal and opportunity 2020 presented. 

Describe the overall performance/state of your submarket for 2020.  

My preferred submarket is the Central Denver industrial market, 
focusing primarily on Class B and C assets. This submarket 
remained extremely steady throughout 2020, with no noticeable 
downturn in the volume of transactions. The Central submarket 
is made up of many small businesses and companies whose 
owners continue to take advantage of the low interest loans to 
become building owners.  With Denver industrial rental rates 
continuing to increase, it is much more agreeable for these 
business owners to put their rent dollars toward equity in a 
building they own as opposed to paying increased rents.

What are your predictions for your submarket for 2021?

In 2021, the Central industrial market will continue to see 
small business owners jump from tenant to property owners 
as interest rates remain low and lease rates continue to climb. 
Additionally, the per square foot pricing on older buildings will 
continue to rise well above $150 per square foot as new and 
existing inventory of 10,000-50,000-square-foot buildings 
becomes scarce.

Cap rates will remain suppressed for investors and finding value 
add opportunities will be extremely difficult as the flood of 
users in the market will be competing for the same building 
opportunities with vacancies or deferred maintenance.

Additionally, office and hospitality developers will start breaking 
ground on projects just outside of the downtown Denver market. 
RiNo will have several exciting late year announcements that 
will bolster confidence in the overall market.
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What is going to be the biggest commercial real estate story for the 
Denver area in 2021?

Like many past economic downturns, Denver will rebound 
more rapidly than many other cities across the country. This 
time, the rebound will also be supported by families leaving 
coastal markets like California, in search of better living which 
Colorado certainly offers.

As we rebound and start getting back to ‘normal’, the office 
and hospitality sectors will once again pick up their shovels, 
leading to new development and attracting more large-scale 
tenants.

How did 2020 challenge or change you – personally/professionally?

Like every other family in America, 2020 changed my schedule. 
Mine changed for the better, allowing me extra time in the day 
to spend with my wife and two boys.  I have always been in 
the office by 7 a.m. or earlier. I still get up early, but now work 
from the kitchen until my crew wakes up. Getting to enjoy 
breakfast most days with my family has been wonderful.

Tell us about something you did in 2020 that you may not have 
done in a “normal year.”

Normally, I have a close-cut hair style.  I have not cut my hair 
since the pandemic began.  

What’s your least favorite term or phrase from 2020? 

“You got the Rona?”
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